Abstract-Single fin deviation and thrust deviation will cause ballistic dispersion to floating ballistic on carrier. By establishing kinematic equation of underwater six-degree-of-freedom for carrier, it's analyzed that angular velocity of rotation has obvious effect in inhibiting ballistic dispersion, and angular velocity range better inhibiting ballistic dispersion is obtained. Based on this angular velocity range, the design requirement is made for jenkel rudder to produce rotation ability. Stability of motion is taken into account at same time, and X -fin rudder is designed. The trajectory simulation is conducted for the carrier added with X -fin rudder and simulation result is analyzed. The result shows that the stability of rotary motion of carrier is improved and floating ballistic dispersion is significantly inhibited after X -fin rudder is added.
INTRODUCTION
For the underwater carrier under sail, fin rudder will deform at certain extent, causing deviation of single fin rudder. At the same time, certain thrust deviation might occur in the underwater movement for carrier. For both single fin rudder deviation and thrust deviation, floating ballistic dispersion will cause on carrier. For long-distance navigation, ballistic dispersion will produce great deviation for exit point of aircraft and reserved exit point, so that the carrier fails to operate in the designated area. By establishing equation of six degrees of freedom for underwater movement for carrier, the influence of different angular velocity on ballistic dispersion is simulated, to obtain the angular velocity range that can guarantee stable movement of carrier and significantly inhibit ballistic dispersion. Based on the range, the fin rudder of carrier is designed, and numerical simulation is conducted. The simulation results show that angular velocity can significantly inhibit ballistic dispersion of carrier.
II. ESTABLISHMENT OF EQUATION SET OF SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR CARRIER
Establishment of vehicle space motion equation system mainly applies two coordinate systems of body coordinate system oxyz and ground coordinate system 0 0 0 0 o x y z . Body coordinate system is used for establishing vehicle kinetic equation and ground coordinate system is primarily used for determining geometric parameters. The angle of ground coordinate system and body coordinate system determines three attitude angles of vehicle: pitching angle , yaw angle and roll angle  and the three coordinates of body coordinate system original point in the ground coordinate system: 0 x , 0 y and 0 z determine spatial position of vehicle.
Establish the following vehicle space motion kinetic equation system in this coordinate system by the use of momentum and principle of momentum moment. 
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The definition of parameters in the equation is same as in [1] .
III. INFLUENCE OF ANGULAR VELOCITY ON BALLISTIC

DISPERSION
Since angular velocity of carrier is produced by differential rudder, the differential steerage takes the place of angular velocity as independent variable for simulation analysis [2] [3] . 
A. The effect simulation of ballistic dispersion caused by angular velocity to inhibition of thrust deflection
IV. FIN RUDDER DESIGN AND SIMULATION ANALYSIS
A. Fin rudder design
The Design of basic idea: (1) The angular velocity of carrier can only use hydrodynamic force, and the most direct and most commonly used way to produce angular velocity is use of differential rudder; (2) From the above simulation results, we can see that the higher angular velocity, the more obvious inhibitory effect. However, in the actual project, to ensure stability of movement, it's impossible to produce too high angular velocity. Rotation angle 560~720   is the best; (3) The set differential rudder angle should not be too big; otherwise, the navigation resistance will significantly increase. The angle is generally not more than 5 [4] [5] .
Based on the above ideas, the design of fin rudder shall satisfy the following requirements: (1) A simple operation can achieve the control of fin rudder, occupy rudder angle as little as possible, and set aside sufficient rudder angle to control carrier; (2) Because carrier shall make rotating movement, the distribution of fin rudder shall enhance the stability of rotary motion; (3) Differential rudder angle shall be kept within 4~5  , not too large [6] .
The rudder of original carrier shall not be used for differential angle. In addition, four rudder tablets are designed to allow it to distribute in X shape, as in Simulation results are shown in Table1.
2) Simulation of influence inhibiting single fin rudder angle
Simulation initial condition: (1) Simulation results are shown in Table 2 .
C. Analysis of simulation results
Result of analysis of simulation data in Table 1 and Table 2 : (1) Carrier's rotary motion can significantly inhibit floating ballistic disperse caused by thrust deviation and single fin rudder deviation; (2) Data in Table 1 show that when differential rudder angle d  is 2 , comprehensive offset reduces significantly. With increased differential rudder angle, comprehensive offset is not significantly changed. It indicates that the increase of X -shape differential rudder significantly inhibits floating ballistic dispersion of carrier and increases stability of rotary motion; (3) The data in Table 2 By establishing kinematic equation of underwater six-degree-of-freedom for carrier, the influence of angular velocity on floating ballistic dispersion is analyzed, and carrier can significantly inhibit ballistic dispersion through rotary motion. Combined with actual situation of carrier navigation, eight fin rudders in X -shape are designed, accompanied by ballistic simulation analysis. The analysis result shows that after the carrier increases fin rudder of X -shape distribution, the stability of rotary motion is enhanced and rotational motion also obviously inhibits floating ballistic dispersion.
